
Dear Student,

We are writing to inform you that your full name and PLU student ID number were accidentally
disclosed to an unintended third party. The unintended recipient was another student at PLU.

What happened?
PLU became aware of the issue on the morning of Thursday, January 5, 2023. As part of our
billing process, it was discovered that an automated software function erroneously selected a
name and PLU ID number of a student other than the student for whom the bill was intended
and included that information in the document footer. Immediate steps were taken to identify the
cause and determine the scope of the disclosure which affected less than 30% of the bills sent.
As part of those efforts, the software glitch that caused the original issue was identified and
resolved. It was confirmed that no other information, including financial and personal
contact information, was compromised by this error. Paper bills for this billing cycle were
reviewed prior to mailing and checked to ensure that they contained accurate information.

How are we preventing this moving forward?
In order to prevent future occurrences of this nature, PLU’s Information and Technology
Services (I&TS) department has reprogrammed this billing automation process and
implemented additional verification checkpoints beyond the measures that were already in
place.

What should impacted students do?
Colleges and universities use student ID numbers in order to avoid using more sensitive
information like social security numbers. A student ID number is personal information that
should only be shared with intended recipients. If you received a bill that has a name or ID
number on it that is not your own, please delete it immediately.

PLU incorporates a variety of measures, like two-factor authentication, to mitigate potential
misuse or unauthorized access to personal information, greatly reducing the risk of someone
nefariously using a student ID number. But however low the risk may be, please be sure to
immediately report any errors with your student account — or if you suspect any suspicious
activity related to your PLU ID number — to the PLU Business Office (buso@plu.edu) or to PLU
I&TS (its@plu.edu).

We apologize for any inconvenience this may have caused. Please know that PLU takes the
privacy and security of your personal information very seriously and will continue to work to
ensure this type of disclosure does not occur in the future.

In service,

Erika Borell,
Director of Financial Operations
PLU Business Office
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Ardys Curtis
Chief Information Officer
Information & Technology Services


